Optimisation of the parts and exchange product range

We have since years expanded the overall product portfolio. Now the time has come to optimise the aftermarket product range for securing cost effectiveness for all parties, from suppliers to dealers. This gives better prerequisites for supporting customers in the best possible way. Based on above we have decided to withdraw exchange units where factory remanufacturing do not contribute to a significant better customer offer.

A new exchange catalogue will be available on Volvo Penta Partner Network.

The following products are affected by the withdrawal:

- 2331 High pressure fuel pumps
- 2841 EDC unit diesel engines
- 3211 Alternators gasoline and diesel engines
- 3311 Starter petrol and diesel engines
- 4411 SP, DP, SX-drive, complete drive
- 4412 Upper gear unit aquamatic
- 4414 Lower gear aquamatic
- 4418 Conversion kit SX to DP-S
- 4428 Conversion kit MS-4 to HS-1
- 5611 Super charger marine diesel engines
- 5611 Air compressors industrial engines

Final order day for these pars will be December 15, 2009. Parts can be superseded earlier due to Use up.

Core must be returned and inspected for credit before January 29, 2010.